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Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 
with its excellent soft tissue contrast is 
currently the best imaging technique 
available for the assessment of articular 
cartilage [1]. In the detection of carti-
lage defects, three-dimensional (3D) MRI 
is particularly useful because cartilage
 is a thin sheet wrapped around complex 
anatomical structure. Isotropic, high 
resolution voxels enable reformatting of 
images into more convenient planes for 
viewing.
An MRI technique specifically for imag-
ing cartilage should be able to accu-
rately assess cartilage thickness and vol-
ume, depict morphological changes and 
show subtleties within the cartilage 
while minimizing artifactual signal alter-
ations. In addition, it is necessary to 
evaluate subchondral bone for abnor-
malities. 3T MR scanners with multi-
channel dedicated coils allow to obtain 
image data with high resolution as well 
as sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) [2]. 
Conventional spin echo and turbo spin 
echo sequences (T1, T2, and PD with or 
without fat suppression) as well as 
gradient echo techniques (incoherent 
GRE sequence, such as FLASH and 
coherent or steady state sequence, such 
as DESS) have been used for many years 
in cartilage imaging. Spin echo based 
approaches have clearly dominated due 
mostly to efficiency with respect to 
scan time.

1 Sagittal water selective 3D DESS imaging of the knee (TR/TE 14.1/5 ms) at various flip angles 
(1A = 25°, 1B = 45°, 1C = 60°, 1D = 90°). With the flip angle of 60° there is highest signal intensity 
of synovial fluid with highest contrast-to-noise ratio of the cartilage.
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In this article, we would like to describe 
the use of Dual Echo Steady State (DESS) 
in imaging of the articular cartilage on 
the Siemens MAGNETOM Verio. 

DESS
Dual Echo Steady State (DESS) is a 3D 
coherent (steady state) GRE sequence. 
Steady state sequences (FISP, TrueFISP, 
DESS, PSIF, CISS) have two major charac-
teristics. First, TR is too short for trans-
verse magnetization to decay before the 
next RF pulse is applied. Second, slice 
selective (or slab selective) RF pulses are 
evenly spaced. When phase-coherent RF 
pulses of the same flip angle are applied 
with a constant TR that is shorter than 
the T2 of the tissue, a dynamic equilib-
rium is achieved between transverse 
magnetization (TM) and longitudinal 
magnetization (LM) [3]. Once this equi-
librium is reached, two types of signals 
are produced. The first type is post exci-
tation signal (S+) that consists of free 
induction decay (FID) arising from the 
most recent RF pulse. The second signal 
is an echo reformation that occurs prior 
to excitation (S−) and results when 
residual echo is refocused at the time of 
the subsequent RF pulse [4]. 
Based on the theory of Bruder et al. [5], 
the simultaneous acquisition of two 
 separate, steady state, free precession 
(SSFP) echoes allows the formation of 
two MR images with clearly different 
contrasts: S+ = FISP (fast imaging steady 
precession); and S− = PSIF (reversed 
FISP). DESS combines these signals into 
one by applying a sum of squares calcu-
lation to both echoes. The PSIF part of 
the sequence leads to a high T2 con-
trast, whereas the FISP part provides 
representative morphological images 
with a contrast dominated by the T1/T2 
ratio. In principle, the different T2 
weightings of both echoes (and images), 
allows the calculation of quantitative T2 
maps with a certain functional depen-
dence on T1 based on the chosen flip 
angle. Hence, the DESS sequence has 
the potential advantage to combine 
morphological and functional analysis 
from the same data set with high 

2 Sagittal MRI image of the knee. (2A) 3D DESS (TR/TE 14.1/5 ms) at flip angle 60°. (2B) 2D 
proton density with fat saturation (TR/TE 2600/50 ms). PD fat sat (2B) shows partial volume 
averaging of the cartilage of patella and femur, not seen in the 3D DESS sequence (2A) due to 
isotropic imaging. Also note better evaluation of menisci and ligamentum mucosum on the 
FSPD sequence.

DESS sequence SNR CNR
(synovial fluid SNR – 

cartilage SNR)

FA 25°
Cartilage 

Synovial fluid

30.8

62.9 32.1

FA 45°
Cartilage

Synovial fluid

24.38

86.22 61.84

FA 60°
Cartilage

Synovial fluid

42.64

198.88 156.24

FA 90°
Cartilage

Synovial fluid

25.7

121.22 95.5
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 resolution in a relatively short imaging 
time [6]. In DESS, two or more gradient 
echoes are acquired. Each of these 
group of echoes are separated by a refo-
cusing pulse and the combined data 
results in higher T2* weighting, creating 
high signal in cartilage and synovial 
fluid [7].
The most important parameter which 
needs to be kept in mind while acquiring 
a DESS is the flip angle (FA). According 
to Hardy et al. [8], the appropriate flip 
angle for the 3D DESS sequence is 60 
degrees. At this point, SNR and carti-
lage-synovial fluid CNR is highest. In 
figure 1, we show the knee joint at flip 
angles of 25, 45, 60 and 90 degrees 
with the table showing SNR and CNR at 
various angles. At FA >60°, cartilage-
synovial fluid contrast decreased along a 

curve obtained by the theoretical for-
mula irrespective of TR [9].
Cartilage-synovial fluid contrast is com-
parable between water excited 3D DESS 
with a 60° FA and fat suppressed turbo 
spin echo proton density, which is com-
monly used for depicting cartilage. With 
both techniques, signal intensity of car-
tilage is intermediate and that of syno-
vial fluid is high. Compared to 2D fat 
suppressed turbo spin echo proton den-
sity, slice thickness is typically thinner, 
suggesting the possibility that 3D DESS 
is capable of detecting smaller cartilage 
defects than the 2D technique. Lee et al. 
[10] have shown that fat suppressed 3D 
gradient echo sequences are better than 
2D fat suppressed proton density 
sequences for differentiating grade 3 
and grade 4 articular cartilage defects. 

3 Coronal MRI image of the wrist joint. (3A) 3D DESS (TR/TE 13.9/5.2 ms) FA 30° and (3B) 2D proton density with fat saturation (TR/TE 
2500/46 ms). The arrow marks the triangular fibro-cartilage complex of the wrist joint.
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Water excited or fat suppressed 3D gra-
dient echo imaging is recommended for 
measuring the exact cartilage thickness 
without partial volume artifacts, even 
though the CNR ratio between cartilage 
and bone marrow is relatively poor [11]. 
Chemical shift artifact can affect the 
cartilage-bone interface and fat suppres-
sion helps to reduce this. The disadvan-
tages of 3D gradient echo imaging 
techniques are relatively long scan time, 
suboptimal contrast of other intra-artic-
ular and periarticular structures and 
metallic susceptibility artifacts. Fat sup-
pressed turbo spin echo proton density 
is superior for other intra-articular and 
periarticular structures and is obtained 
in short imaging time, but it has the 
 previously mentioned disadvantage of 
partial volume effects (Fig. 2). 
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4 Sagittal 3D DESS image of the ankle joint showing the normal articular 
cartilage. Also note the fibrous calcaneonavicular coalition (arrow).
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Clinical implications
3D DESS allows quantitative assessment 
of cartilage thickness and volume with 
good accuracy and precision [12]. In 
comparison with other 3D GRE tech-
niques tested in longitudinal knee 
 osteoarthritis trial, DESS imaging exhib-
ited similar sensitivity to changes in 
knee cartilage thickness over time [13].
It can be used in other joints such as 
ankle and wrist; however, there has 
been no comparative study between 
DESS and other 3D sequences in imag-
ing of small joints (Figs. 3, 4). 
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Summary
Cartilage imaging using the 3D DESS 
technique has many advantages includ-
ing higher SNR, increased cartilage to 
fluid contrast and isotropic resolution, 
which helps to reduce partial volume 
effects.
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